
Marriage in NC 

Consider the following information regarding the North Carolina marriage amendment which is 

coming up for a vote in the May 8 primary (Note: Early voting started on April 19 and ends May 

5 at 1:00pm): 

1) In April 2010, 70% of North Carolinians supported a state constitutional amendment 

defining marriage as being between one man and one woman.
1
 

2) In January 2011, 65% of North Carolinians favored an amendment to the state 

constitution defining marriage as between one man and one woman.
2
 

3) In September 2011, 49% of unaffiliated voters in North Carolina supported a marriage 

amendment (43% opposed it).
3
  

4) On March 30, 2012, Civitas reported, “Support remains strong for a proposed amendment 

to the state constitution that would give the current definition of marriage additional legal 

protection.”
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5) According to the Frederick Douglass Foundation, “blacks…oppose same-sex marriages 

by 71% to 23% (whites 66% to 29%).”
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6) Voters in thirty states have approved traditional marriage protection amendments to their 

Constitutions.
6
 North Carolina is the one state in the southeast that has not amended its 

constitution in this manner.
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7) Bishop Peter Jugis, head of the Catholic Diocese of Charlotte, and Bishop Michael 

Burbidge of Raleigh have voiced their disappointment in President Obama’s March 16 

statement made in opposition to North Carolina’s Marriage Protection Amendment.
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8) “The institution of marriage predates government and has served as the foundation of 

family and society for thousands of years. Marriage is a deep social good, as it brings 

together the two halves of humanity—men and women—and provides the ideal 

environment for raising children. Marriage benefits men and women, their children, our 

economy, and the state as a whole. It is not merely a private contract, but a social 

institution of great public importance.”
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9) “To define marriage as the union of one man and one woman, as it has always been, 

discriminates against nobody. The amendment does not interfere with how people choose 

to live, or prohibit the extension of benefits to unmarried couples. The amendment simply 

secures our state’s enduring definition of marriage in our state constitution.”
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10) The Marriage Amendment does not change the definition of marriage in North Carolina. 

Rather, it “takes our current definition of marriage as between one man and one woman 

and embodies it in our state Constitution, where activist judges and legislators cannot 

meddle with or overturn it…The amendment doesn’t change our marriage laws, but 

preserves our historic understanding of marriage by securing that definition in our 

constitution. Gays and lesbians have the right to live as they choose, and this amendment 

doesn’t change that, but they do not have the right to redefine marriage for the rest of 

society.”
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11) As citizens in our democratic Republic, the people of North Carolina will decide, through 

a straight up or down vote, on whether or not the Marriage Amendment should be made 

to our state Constitution. And no matter what happens, “We the People” will be 

responsible for our choice. 

For more information on the Marriage Amendment, go to www.voteformarriagenc.com. Then, 

vote your conscience with an informed mind. 

 

Written by Joel M. Killion 
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